Relaxation Dynamics and Structural Characterization of Organic Nanoparticles with Enhanced Emission
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With a reprecipitation method, we prepared fluorescent organic nanoparticles of 1,4-di[(E)-2-phenyl-1-propenyl]-benzene (PPB) that feature weak emission in solution but exhibit blue-shifted absorption and strong emission as aggregates. Picosecond fluorescent transients of these PPB nanoparticles showed biexponential decay, described with a consecutive kinetic model involving two emissive states. X-ray diffraction patterns of PPB nanoparticles indicate long-range packing structures of two types, one the same as in a single crystal and the other not yet determined. PPB molecules in a crystal show an arrangement of a herringbone type with three benzene rings in a PPB unit being nearly planar and two methyl groups of the unit pointing along the same direction, in contrast to the twisted structure of an isolated PPB molecule. Fluorescence transients of PPB on a femtosecond scale indicate an efficient channel for isomerization that is activated for free PPB in solution but inhibited in PPB forming nanoparticles, demonstrating the significance of molecular geometry and twisting motions that affect the relaxation dynamics in the excited state. The versatile techniques combined in this work provide strong evidence to improve our understanding of optical properties in organic nanoparticles dependent on size.

Introduction

Organic nanoparticles have attracted much research interest because their special properties lie between the properties of molecules and those of bulk materials.1 The electronic properties of organic nanoparticles differ fundamentally from those of inorganic ones2 because of weak intermolecular forces accompanying interactions of van der Waals type or hydrogen bonding.3 Organic nanocrystals allow much increased variability and flexibility in synthesis of materials, preparation of nanoparticles, and investigation of their physicochemical properties such as luminescence4 or large nonlinear optical efficiency;5 particles, and investigation of their physicochemical properties such as luminescence1 or large nonlinear optical efficiency;5 they are thus expected to serve as novel functional materials in electronics and photonics.6 From a fundamental point of view, organic nanoparticles are fascinating because their optical properties on absorption and emission depend on size.7–10 Nakanashi and co-workers7 pioneered investigation of this subject, particularly focusing on fabrication of nanocrystals and characterization of perylene7a–d and other organic systems.6b,7e–g According to an investigation of nanoparticles of pyrazoline derivatives,8 the emitted color can be tuned with either the particle size or the excitation wavelength. Enhanced emission due to aggregation has been reported for organic systems including CN-MBE.9 p-BSP,10 a silole derivative,11 and conjugated polymers.12

This feature of aggregation-induced emission is remarkable because intermolecular vibronic interactions generally induce nonradiative deactivation that produces quenching of emission.13 Characterization of organic nanoparticles has nevertheless provided strong evidence for this enhanced emission, even if the free molecule itself is almost nonfluorescent in dilute solution. For instance, the weak fluorescence intensity of CN-MBE in dilute solution was found to increase greatly when nanoparticles were produced in mixtures of water and THF;9 moreover, UV spectral features of CN-MBE nanoparticles in absorption are red-shifted with respect to those of molecules in dilute solution. Computational simulation indicates that isolated CN-MBE molecules are twisted in their biphenyl units, whereas the corresponding nanoparticles were speculated to be nearly planar; the enhanced fluorescence of CN-MBE nanoparticles was thus proposed to reflect both intra- and intermolecular effects.9 In contrast, the planar DPST molecule constitutes an example of fluorescence quenching in nanoparticles with blue-shifted absorption.9 According to a general rule based on a molecular exciton model,14,15 a parallel alignment of transition dipole moments, known as H-aggregation, shifts absorption to the blue and diminishes emitted intensity, whereas head-to-tail alignment, J-aggregation, shifts absorption to the red and enhances the emission. The observed enhanced fluorescence of CN-MBE and fluorescence quenching in DPST is then readily explicable according to this exciton model as the former existing in J-aggregation and the latter in H-aggregation.

Here we report fluorescent organic nanoparticles of 1,4-di[(E)-2-phenyl-1-propenyl]benzene (PPB) in a new class that
belongs to the family of oligophenylenevinlenes (OPV) with two methyl groups added to the 1,4-distyrylbenzene (DSB) skeleton (Chart 1). We observed that fluorescent emission from PPB nanoparticles is intense, whereas PPB itself is non-fluorescent in dilute solution, analogous to the enhanced emission observed for CN-MBE. In contrast, despite the similarity of chemical structure between PPB and DSB, free DSB in solution is strongly fluorescent, but its nanoparticles show weak emission like the case of DPST. As UV absorption spectra of PPB nanoparticles are blue-shifted relative to their properties in solution, the observed strong emission in the solid state makes PPB an outstanding exception to a well-established rule based on the molecular exciton model.

To improve our understanding of this atypical phenomenon, we have investigated the dynamics of relaxation from excited states and undertaken structural identification of free PPB and its nanoparticles using these techniques: field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM), femtosecond (fs) and picosecond (ps) time-resolved fluorescence dynamics, and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The nanoparticle samples were prepared according to a reprecipitation method with THF as solvent. Two emissive states in PPB nanoparticles were identified in the ps fluorescence transients and confirmed through powder XRD measurements, implying two distinct packing structures. Measurements of the dynamics of femtosecond fluorescence have demonstrated the significance of molecular geometry that affects the relaxation dynamics in the excited state of the free molecule: efficient deactivation of isomerization in PPB was observed because the twisted nature of the geometry accelerates a rotational nonradiative process. Through a combination of results from versatile techniques applied in our work, we conclude that emission from PPB nanoparticles enhanced relative to its THF solution reflects a geometrical change from a twisted conformation to a nearly planar one so as to form a herringbone-type aggregation with an edge-to-face feature shown in the structure of PPB in a single crystal.

Results and Discussion

Formation of PPB Nanoparticles. PPB nanoparticles in a series with varied volume fractions of water, viz. 0, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80%, were prepared according to a simple reprecipitation method with THF as solvent. The nanoparticle suspension in the mixed solution appeared turbid when the volume fraction of added water exceeded 60%. The color of solutions deepened on increase of the volume fraction of water from 65 to 80%, and the size of nanoparticles increased with increased volume fraction of added water. In four parts, Figure 1 presents SEM photographs of PPB nanoparticles with average particle size varying with water volume fraction of the solutions: (a) 50 nm at 65%, (b) 150 nm at 70%, (c) 300 nm at 75%, and (d) ~1 µm at 80%. According to the evidence shown in Figure 1, the free molecules in the solution begin to aggregate at 65% volume fraction of water addition. Spherically shaped particles were formed initially as the superior solvent THF was replaced by the inferior solvent water and dispersed in bulk water. The observed spherical shape of the nanoparticles likely results from minimization of interfacial energies between PPB and water molecules. As the proportion of added water became greater than 65%, the molecules aggregated to larger structures with some germs of crystallization, and the size of PPB nanoparticles increased greatly. This size-dependent feature indicates that nanocrystallization of PPB proceeds as the volume fraction of water in the solution increases because the water-insoluble PPB molecules aggregate at large water fractions. This formation of PPB nanoparticles with particle size controlled through the proportion of added water is a feature similar to that reported in the cases of PDDP, DPP, and DAP for nanoparticles with size in the range 20–310 nm. When the volume fraction of added water was increased to 80%, extraordinarily large particles (size ~1 µm) were found, and their shape became rectangular (Figure 1d). This formation of rectangular microparticles in 80% solution likely reflects a competition between anisotropic growth and spherical aggregation, similar to a case involving the one-dimensional nanostructures of p-BSP in mixtures of water and THF. The size-dependent optical properties of PPB nanoparticles differ from those reported previously, as we discuss hereunder.

Steady-State Absorption/Emission Spectra. UV–visible absorption spectra and the corresponding emission spectra of
mixtures of water and THF as indicated. Spectra of PPB showing the variation of fluorescent intensity of various absorbance with proportions of water and THF as indicated. (b) PL spectra of PPB showing the variation of fluorescent intensity of various mixtures of water and THF as indicated.

PPB with various volume fractions of added water are shown in Figure 2, parts a and b, respectively. The UV–vis spectra (Figure 2a) feature strong absorption with a maximum at 314 nm in solutions of 0–65% water volume fraction. At 70% solution, the absorbance at 314 nm decreases greatly, and a shoulder appears on the blue side of the feature. An additional absorption at 273 nm appears at 75% solution and becomes more pronounced at 80% solution. With the increase of water volume fraction beyond 70%, the notably decreased absorbance at 314 nm accompanying another absorption building at 273 nm implies the formation of PPB nanoparticles at those large volume fractions of added water. The blue-shifted nature of this UV–vis absorption of PPB nanoparticles resembles that observed for DPST9 and DSB,15,16 for which a substantially decreased emission intensity was reported on formation of nanoparticles. In contrast, we observed a greatly enhanced fluorescent emission of PPB nanoparticles, of which details follow.

Emission of PPB at 0–60% water volume fraction was barely detectable, indicating the almost nonfluorescent nature of free PPB molecules in dilute solution. The emission spectrum for a solution in THF features a continuous broad band with a maximum near 405 nm, as shown in Figure 2b, with 5-fold enlargement; all other emission spectra with a water volume fraction less than 60% have similar shape and intensity. On formation of PPB nanoparticles with added water above a 60% volume fraction, two new spectral features are worthy of mention for comparison with the emission spectrum of PPB in THF solution. First, emission spectra of PPB for a volume fraction of water between 65 and 80% are distinctly shifted to a greater wavelength (maximum near 430 nm) with an evident vibrational structure. Second, although the observed red-shifted emission spectra all had a similar shape, a substantially enhanced intensity was found for spectra of PPB in 65–80% solutions. As the nanoparticles became larger for volume fractions of added water above 65%, the emission became more intense (Figure 2b). Because this observed intensity systematically increases as a function of volume fraction of added water, we conclude that formation of PPB nanoparticles produces this enhanced emission: the larger the particle is, the more intense the emission becomes.

This observed phenomenon of enhanced fluorescence of PPB nanoparticles resembles that of CN-MBE nanoparticles; both intra- and intermolecular effects have been reported to explain this fluorescence enhancement.9,10 An intramolecular effect generally implies that free molecules with a twisted conformation in solution undergo efficient relaxation via a nonradiative channel, whereas molecules in planar conformations in the solid state suppress such a deactivation channel. An intermolecular effect arises from interactions between molecules when molecular aggregation becomes significant; this effect depends strongly on the geometry of the packing structure. According to a molecular exciton model,14 aggregations of two types are involved: H-aggregates tend to accelerate nonradiative relaxation because of strong π–π stacking interactions in the parallel aligned structure; in contrast, J-aggregates impede the non-radiative process for molecules arranged in a head-to-tail direction. In the case of CN-MBE, an enhanced emission was attributed to the combined effects of intramolecular planarity and aggregate formation of J-type in nanoparticles because a red-shift in the UV absorption spectra was observed.9 In our case, UV spectra of PPB nanoparticles show a distinct blue-shift (Figure 2a), which typically indicates formation of H-type aggregates.14 Our observation of enhanced fluorescence shown in Figure 2b is inexplicable as a typical H-type aggregation as reported for DPST9 and DSB.15 To provide an understanding of the mechanism of emission enhancement of PPB nanoparticles, we present further experimental evidence.

Picosecond Relaxation Dynamics of PPB Nanoparticles. Time-dependent measurements of PPB in various mixed solutions in water and THF were performed using time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) with excitation at λex = 310 nm; typical results (λem = 420 nm) are shown in Figure 3. The fluorescence decay profiles (transients) of PPB in 0–60% water volume fractions are all characterized exclusively by a sharp spike (the transients for 50, 55, and 60% solutions, not shown in Figure 3, are identical to that of THF solution); the corresponding kinetics could not be determined because of limited temporal resolution of the instrument response (∼30 ps). However, the transient at the 65% solution contains two major parts: one part shows a rapid decay with the corresponding kinetics being instrument-limited; the other part shows a slow-decay character with a decay coefficient on a nanosecond time scale (see inset in Figure 3). At 70% volume fraction of water, the slow-decay part is a major component of the transient. With addition of water to volume fractions 75% and 80%, the contribution of the rapid decay became negligible and that of the slow decay became dominant in the transients. These observations indicate that formation of PPB nanoparticles led to formation of new components (the slow-decay part) in the
of the kinetic model shown in Scheme 1, all transients of 70–80% solutions are satisfactorily described. For the 65% solution, the fits were even more complicated than for the others because the transients at 65% contain a significant contribution from the free species (the spike signal), which smears the important kinetic feature at early times (e.g., Figure 4a). As a result, the slow part of the transients at 65% solution was fitted using only a simple consecutive model, with reasonable results. All fitted parameters are summarized in Table 1; detailed results for these fits are found in Supporting Information.

Figures 5a, b, and c show three fitted time coefficients as a function of fluorescence wavelength ($\lambda_0$) for the 65–80% solutions. The values of $r_1$ are independent of particle size, but the $r_2$ and $r_3$ values show a size-dependent feature on lifetimes. In particular, the lifetimes of PPB in the 80% solution are substantially greater than those for 65–75% solutions, reflecting the observed notable change of particle size and shape from 75% to 80% solutions (Figure 1). We found also that the transients of a bulk single crystal of PPB involve no rising character; they can be well fitted with a single-exponential decay to a minute offset (see Supporting Information). We thus consider $r_3$ of nanoparticles of PPB to be comparable with the fitted decay coefficient of its bulk crystal shown as a dashed curve in Figure 5c. The $r_3$ for the 80% solution matches the decay coefficient of the single crystal with a lifetime in the range 1–2 ns, indicating a similarity between emissive state 2 in PPB aggregates (Scheme 1) and the emissive state of PPB bulk crystal. PPB aggregates in emissive state 1 were produced from the initial FC state with a rise time $r_1$ and then decay with $r_2$; this feature resembles that of DSB aggregates,17 for which the observed biexponential fluorescent decays were modeled with two coupled excited states via energy transfer from the excitonic state to the “defect” state. In our case, we regard the emissive state 1 (with decay coefficient $r_2$) as a state of lower energy because its contribution becomes a major part of the transients at greater $\lambda_0$ (Table 1). To provide structural information for the observed two emissive states, we performed X-ray diffraction experiments based on nanoparticles of PPB in 65–80% solutions.

**Molecular Structures of PPB in Solid State and in Solution.** The powder XRD pattern of a bulk PPB sample is shown in Figure 6a. The appearance of strong reflections for each [001] plane indicates a strongly preferred orientation due to the plate shape of the crystal, consistent with the calculated powder pattern when the effect of preferred orientation along [001] planes is taken into account (see Supporting Information). Powder XRD patterns of nanoparticles formed from varied water addition (65–80%) are shown in Figure 6b. In the $2\theta$ range 6–15°, two diffraction features at $2\theta = 9.6^\circ$ and 14.5° correspond to [004] and [006] diffraction planes, respectively, of bulk materials. A further diffraction feature at $2\theta = 7.3^\circ$ ($d = 1.22$ nm) was clearly observed in XRD data of all 65–80% samples. Because the morphology of a crystalline sample affects also the diffraction intensity, the diffraction intensity at $2\theta = 7.3^\circ$ shows no clear correlation for samples of varied water addition. This additional feature indicates that PPB molecules arrange in three-dimensional packing of a new type when nanoparticles are formed. The presence of diffraction features at both $2\theta = 7.3^\circ$ and $2\theta = 9.6^\circ$ and 14.5° in the 65–80% samples indicates that water-induced PPB nanoparticles contain PPB in long-range packing structures of two types; one is the same as the bulk material described below, whereas the other is not yet identified. These powder XRD results confirm that two packing structures are involved in PPB nanoparticles.
consistent with results obtained from picosecond time-resolved experiments in which two emissive states are observed (Figure 4).

Single crystals of PPB suitable for XRD measurements were obtained on slow evaporation of its THF solution. Figure 7 shows crystal structures of plate-shaped PPB in three directions. There are four independent PPB molecules in a unit cell. The packing of PPB molecules along the \( a \)-axis shows a structure of herringbone type (Figure 7a); such a molecular packing feature is similar to that of chemically related compounds, e.g., DSB\(^1\) and other OPV.\(^{19}\) For each PPB molecule, the ethene moieties are parallel to the \( a \)-axis and twisted with respect to the benzene rings with an average torsional angle \( 31^\circ \). The direction of the ethene moieties in a PPB molecule is shown in Figure 7b. For each PPB molecule, three benzene rings are connected through two ethene moieties; each ethene moiety connects two benzene rings in a trans conformation. The central benzene ring connects two phenyl groups via the ethene moiety in 1,4-positions. The ethene moieties on 1,4-sites of the central phenyl ring appear to point to the same side. In three-dimensional packing, PPB molecules along the \( c \)-axis are correlated with a \( 2 \times 1 \) symmetry, which causes the methyl groups

---

**Table 1:** Fitted Time Coefficients of PPB in Various Volume Fractions of Water/THF solution at \( \lambda_{ex} = 310 \text{ nm} \)\(^{a,b}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_a )</th>
<th>( 390 \text{ nm} )</th>
<th>( 420 \text{ nm} )</th>
<th>( 450 \text{ nm} )</th>
<th>( 480 \text{ nm} )</th>
<th>( 510 \text{ nm} )</th>
<th>( 540 \text{ nm} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_1 ) (ns)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_2 ) (ns)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.48 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.61 (0.17)</td>
<td>2.30 (0.19)</td>
<td>1.26 (0.10)</td>
<td>1.79 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_3 ) (ns)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.58)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.58)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.60)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau ) (ns)(^c)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.94)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.54)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.65)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) The numbers in bracket are the relative amplitudes; the value was set to zero if the contribution of the component was too small to be sensitive to the fit.\(^{b}\) All parameters were obtained according to the kinetic model shown in Scheme 1 except the transients of 65% solution via a simple consecutive model.\(^{c}\) Time coefficients due to free PPB in solution are instrument limited (< 30 ps).
in adjacent PPB molecules to point in opposite directions (Figure 7b). The intermolecular packing of PPB molecules is shown in Figure 7c for a single layer of PPB molecules on the \(ab\) plane; the structure is rotated by 7° along the \(a\)-axis to make the PPB molecule nearly perpendicular to the plane. This structural model has been used in calculating the XRD powder pattern of PPB. The simulated pattern is consistent with the result from the powder XRD experiment of bulk PPB material when the effect of preferred orientation on the \([00l]\) direction is applied.

Each ethene moiety is parallel to the \(a\)-axis and twisted with respect to the benzene rings. As the ethene moiety in this four-PPB unit is aligned in the same direction (\(a\)-axis), the dipole moment for PPB in each layer aligns in the same direction but opposite in the adjacent layer. Moreover, the two-dimensional packing of a PPB molecule on the \(ab\) plane is near the edge-to-face interactions of a 2 × 2 pinwheel pattern, similar to DSB. In that case, the molecular skeleton of the DSB unit in the crystal structure is completely planar. Theoretical simulations indicate that the rate of radiative decay of DSB in a pinwheel is one-quarter that of a single molecule. For PPB, we observed strong fluorescence from the aggregates, likely reflecting the pinwheel packing of PPB being affected to some extent by steric interference of methyl groups and by the “out-of-plane” nature of the ethene moiety with respect to the benzene rings (Figure 7c). The edge-to-face interactions in the pinwheel of PPB thus become more significant than those in DSB, so enhancement of fluorescence was observed from PPB aggregates, whereas quenching of fluorescence was observed for DSB aggregates.

Optimized structures of isolated PPB and DSB molecules are shown in Figure 8, parts a and b, respectively. The free DSB molecule has a planar geometry, with all atoms located in the same symmetry plane, but the free PPB molecule has a nonplanar structure with one end benzene ring twisted from the molecular plane by ~80°. The structure of the free PPB molecule (Figure 8a) differs markedly from that in a single crystal (see Figure 7, parts b and c), in which three benzene rings in PPB align parallel to a symmetry plane similar to the planar geometry of the free DSB molecule (Figure 8b). A correlation of emission intensities with molecular structures of PPB between solution and solid phases has been discovered: the twisted conformation of a free PPB molecule is essentially nonfluorescent in dilute solution, whereas the planar geometry of the three benzene rings in the PPB unit cell of aggregates produces strong emission in the solid state. The reason for this observed enhancement of emission from solutions of 65~80% water seems to be the conformational change of PPB molecules when aggregating to nano- or micro-size particles. To understand further a mechanism for molecular geometry affecting the excited-state relaxation dynamics that causes a great variation in emission intensity, we performed femtosecond fluorescence up-conversion measurements for isolated PPB and DSB molecules dissolved in dilute THF solution and for their nanoparticles formed in 75% solution.

**Femtosecond Relaxation Dynamics of PPB and DSB.** The structures of isolated PPB and DSB molecules are intrinsically...
different (Figure 8). The twisted geometry of PPB might reflect a balance between strong hyperconjugation of methyl groups with individual benzene rings and a long-range conjugation across all benzene rings. Consistent with this idea, we observed that PPB in dilute solution is almost nonfluorescent, but free DSB molecules produce strong emission\(^\text{15,16}\) like PPB aggregates. Figure 9, parts a and b show two typical fluorescence transients taken at \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 360\) nm and \(\lambda_{\text{fl}} = 450\) nm for PPB and DSB in THF, respectively. The rapid kinetics of PPB in THF solution, previously undetermined because of limited temporal resolution, have been unraveled in the transients shown in Figure 9a with \(~280\)-fs resolution. The transients were analyzed according to an appropriate kinetic model with convolution of the instrument response function. For PPB, three kinetic components are required to fit the transient, yielding two decay coefficients (1 and 9 ps) with a small offset component persistent on a ps time scale. For DSB, the transient shows no rapid-decay feature, but a reasonable fit of the transient was obtained on including two transient components; one component decays in \(~10\) ps, whereas the other component rises in \(~10\) ps and persists on a ps time scale. The contribution of the persistent component to the transient of PPB is minor, whereas it becomes a major part of the transient in DSB. This transient property eliminates observable emission of the former; whereas strong emission was observed for the latter. The contribution of the \(~1\)-ps component is significant in the transient of PPB but negligible in the transient of DSB. The rapid ps component unambiguously shown in the transient of PPB, therefore, plays an important role in diminishing the contribution of the slow ns component to the fluorescent transient. As a free PPB molecule has a twisted geometry, whereas the free DSB molecule is planar (Figure 8), a correlation between molecular structure and the observed relaxation dynamics evidently exists and is discussed in the following.

According to results obtained for the isolated \textit{trans}-stilbene molecule, which is planar with two benzene rings connected
through an ethene moiety in a trans form, the nonradiative process in the first singlet excited state (S_1) is governed by isomerization, according to the ethene twisting reaction coordinate, with an energy barrier only 14.2 kJ mol^{-1}. Taking into consideration the photoisomerization mechanism of trans-stilbene in relation to systems in the present work, we speculate that the observed ps relaxation in nonplanar PPB is the result of crossing a small energy barrier along the C=C rotation channel on the S_1 surface, for which an efficient S_1 \rightarrow S_0 internal conversion occurs at the perpendicularly twisted conformation (the so-called “phantom state” in the stilbene system) so that the ns component is difficult to observe. For the planar DSB molecule in solution, the ps nonradiative deactivation through this C=C twisting motion was not observed, likely reflecting a large energy barrier along the isomerization channel in the S_1 state. Solvent-induced vibrational relaxation (VR) also competes with a barrier-crossing deactivation, which produces an observed \sim 10-ps component in both systems. Because deactivation through isomerization is much slower than VR in DSB, the electronically excited molecules preferentially lose their vibrational energy in the S_1 state so that electronic relaxation occurs from only a “cold” S_1 state, hence producing the prominent ns component observed for DSB.

Figure 10, parts a and b show two typical fluorescence transients taken at \lambda_{ex} = 360 nm and \lambda_{em} = 450 nm for PPB and DSB nanoparticles produced from the 75% solutions, respectively. Both transients are satisfactorily described with two components: the first component decays in \sim 45 ps, whereas the second component persists in the observed 100-ps region. The 45-ps component shown in the fs transient of the PPB nanoparticles, previously unresolved in the transients obtained using the TCSPC method with much worse temporal resolution, thus reflects the initial phase of relaxation in nanoparticles. Because the nuclear motions are restricted in nanoparticles, the observed 45-ps component in both systems might be due to a nonradiative deactivation process through intermolecular interactions involving π-stacking of the carbon backbones. For DSB, the observed 43-ps component becomes a major part of the transient because of its tighter coplanar arrangement with stronger π-overlap in the solid state, which significantly decreases the contribution of the ns component for the much smaller fluorescence quantum yield observed for nanoparticles (Φ_F < 0.1) than for DSB in solution (Φ_F = 0.9). For PPB, in contrast, the 45-ps component becomes a minor part of the transient because the packing structure of PPB in the solid state is looser than that of DSB because of the hindrance of the methyl groups of the former. The rapid-decay component (1 ps) was completely absent in the fs transient of PPB nanoparticles, indicating the significance of the confined geometry of nanoparticles in suppressing an efficient nonradiative torsional deactivation and retaining the amplitude of the ns component for the enhanced emission observed in the solid phase.

Concluding Remarks

In the present work, we report optical properties of PPB nanoparticles dependent on their size; these particles were prepared by reprecipitation in solutions of water and THF at various volume fractions and are characterized by SEM, XRD, picosecond, and femtosecond time-resolved spectral methods. We observed strong emission from PPB nanoparticles, but emission of free PPB in dilute solution was scarcely detectable. Furthermore, the fluorescent intensity of these nanoparticles increases with their size. Measurements of femtosecond fluo-
but blue-shifted absorption and anomalously strong emission from a crystal of the unknown structure. The observed induction period of the emissive state likely reflects an involvement of solvent molecules inside the nano-environment. Second time-resolved experiments for two emissive states indicated a biexponential kinetics according to the picosecond time-resolved experiments for two emissive states: the first component (blue curves) decays in ~45 ps, but the second component (magenta curves) persists in the 100-ps region.

The experiments indicate that intramolecular nonradiative deactivation through torsional motions is efficient in PPB solution but inactive in DSB solution; intermolecular nonradiative deactivation through \( \pi-\pi \) interactions of carbon backbones is more efficient in DSB nanoparticles than in PPB nanoparticles. Such disparate dynamical behavior is inferred to reflect the dissimilar structures of PPB and DSB molecules in dilute solution and in nanoparticles. In this manner, we rationalize the nonfluorescent nature of the twisted PPB molecule in dilute solution and establish the concept that molecular planarity, geometrical rigidity, and loose packing produce strong fluorescent emission in PPB nanoparticles.

A nearly planar geometry of molecules of PPB in the unit cell of a single crystal is confirmed by our XRD measurements. Moreover, powder XRD experiments demonstrate that two packing structures are involved in PPB nanocrystals: one forms aggregates according to a herringbone-type arrangement as observed in a single crystal, whereas the other is not yet determined. This dual-aggregate feature of nanoparticles is reflected in the biexponential kinetics according to the picosecond time-resolved experiments for two emissive states observed: one features a single-exponential decay as observed for the single crystal, whereas the other shows a rising feature associated with the unknown structure detected from the XRD data. The observed induction period of the emissive state likely reflects an involvement of solvent molecules inside the nanocrystal of the unknown structure.

In summary, PPB exhibits weak emission in dilute solution but blue-shifted absorption and anomalously strong emission in nanoparticle aggregates. We present experimental evidence that enhanced emission of nanoparticles is due to the combined effects of a planar conformation and the formation of herringbone-type aggregates with an edge-to-face feature shown in the structure of PPB in a single crystal.

### Experiments

**Materials.** PPB was synthesized by Heck coupling. A mixture of \( \alpha \)-methylstyrene (2.5 g, 25.4 mmol), 1,4-dibromobenzene (2.0 g, 8.4 mmol), palladium(II) acetate (0.04 g, 0.16 mmol), tri-(ortho-tolylphosphate) (0.10 g, 0.33 mmol), and triethylamine (4.92 g, 48.78 mmol) was prepared in a thick-walled screw-capped glass tube. The tube was capped under argon and heated for 24 h at 120 °C. After cooling, the mixture was extracted with ethyl acetate; the organic layer was washed with saturated NaCl, water, and dry MgSO\(_4\). After filtration and evaporation of the solvent, the solid crude was recrystallized from hexane to produce fine transparent crystals (yield, 65%).

1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl\(_3\)): \( \delta = 7.51-7.54 \) (m, 4H; Ar–H), 7.34–7.39 (m, 8H; Ar–H), 7.27–7.30 (m, 2H; Ar–H), 6.82–6.83 (d, 2H; vinyl), 2.32 (d, 6H; –CH\(_3\)).

**Formation of Nanoparticles.** PPB nanoparticles were prepared by a simple reprecipitation method. Water served as a precipitating solvent for PPB in THF. Water was added in volume fractions up to 80%, with vigorous stirring at 296 K. Distilled water and THF were filtered with a membrane filter (pore size 0.2 \( \mu \)m). In all samples (mixtures), the concentration of chromophore \( 2.9 \times 10^{-3} \) mol L\(^{-1}\) was constant after addition of distilled water. After 60% volume fraction of water addition, aggregation of PPB in the mixed solution produced nanosize particles. These suspensions were homogeneous and stable, even after four months. Samples for powder diffraction and SEM tests were prepared as follows: the sample was dropped onto a glass substrate (for powder XRD) or a carbon tape (for SEM) and dried near 296 K. To accumulate a sufficient sample, we repeated this process several times.

**Steady-State Spectral Measurements.** 1H NMR spectra were recorded (Unity-300 spectrometer at 300 MHz) in CDCl\(_3\) solutions. Images were acquired on a field-emission scanning electron microscope (JSM-6500 F, JEOL); to enhance the conductivity of the specimen, a layer of platinum was sputtered (duration 30 s, current 30 mA, pressure 4 Pa). UV–vis absorption spectra (Hewlett-Packard HP8453 spectrometer) and fluorescence spectra (Hitachi F4500 spectrophotometer) were measured in a standard manner.

**Time-Resolved Spectral Measurements.** (a) Femtosecond Up-Conversion Measurements. Femtosecond time-resolved spectra were obtained with a fluorescence optically gated system (FOG100, CDP) in combination with a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Mira 900D, Coherent) pumped with a 10-W Nd:YVO\(_4\) laser (Verdi-V10, Coherent). Details of this experimental setup appear elsewhere. Briefly, the femtosecond laser system generates output pulses with a duration 100–150 fs at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The fundamental frequency of the laser pulse was tunable over a range of 700–1000 nm; a typical spectral bandwidth, full width at half-maximum (fwhm), measured at 720 nm, was ~8 nm. The frequency of the laser pulse was doubled for excitation (pump). The residual fundamental pulse was used as a probe; a dichroic beam splitter served to separate pump and probe beams. The excitation beam intensity was appropriately attenuated and then focused onto a 1-mm rotating cell containing the sample solution. The fluorescence was collected with a lens pair and focused on a BBO type-I crystal (thickness 0.5 mm). The gate pulse (probe) was
also focused on a BBO crystal for sum frequency generation (SFG). The latter signal was collected with a lens and separated from interference light with an iris, a band-pass filter, and a double monochromator (DH10, Jobin Yvon) in combination, then detected with a photomultiplier (R1527P, Hamamatsu) connected to a computer-controlled photon-counting system. On varying the temporal delay between gate and excitation pulses via a stepping-motor translational stage, we obtained a temporal profile (transient). The polarization between the pump and probe pulses was fixed at the magic-angle condition (54.7°).

(b) Picosecond TCSPC Measurements. Picosecond time-resolved experiments were performed with a TCSPC system (Flutime 200, PicoQuant). The repetition rate of the laser pulse (output from Mira 900D) was decreased to 4.76 MHz using a pulse picker (9200, Coherent); the frequency was tripled with a harmonic generation system (Mira 900D, Coherent). A small portion of the fundamental laser pulse was fed into a fast photodiode (TDA200, PicoQuant) as a reference trigger to synchronize the timing as a signal to initiate the TCSPC system. The excitation laser was focused onto a cuvette (thickness 1 cm) containing a sample solution. Fluorescence emitted at a right angle was collected with a lens pair. The wavelength of fluorescence was selected via a double monochromator (f/3.2, 8 nm/mm dispersion, of subtractive type to correct for distortion of group velocity dispersion). A microchannel plate photomultiplier (R3809U-50, Hamamatsu) served as a photon-counting detector, with fitted results of the bulk crystal and PPB in 65–80% solutions (five figures) supplement analyzed results summarized in Table 1 and Figure 5; a demonstration of quality of fits between two kinetic models is provided; crystal data for PPB crystal are summarized in Table A1, atomic coordinates are given in Table A2, interatomic distances are shown in Table A3, anisotropic displacement parameters are shown in Table A4, and isotropic displacement parameters are shown in Table A5; the calculated powder XRD pattern of the bulk PPB crystal and the cif file for crystal database are provided. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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